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remcom xfdtd features an intuitive graphical user interface that lets you perform many common analysis tasks quickly. xfdtd provides a complete model of a received signal on a mobile device. the software can simulate various circuits, including multi-state and multi-port aperture or impedance tuners. the results can
be exported to show performance, or saved to a text file for further use. the enhanced tool allows users to place diplex filter modules on any existing topology in order to match the impedance of both antennas within the system. the diplex filter model can be imported directly into xfdtd 3d em simulation software and

used to simulate the performance of the entire system at once. depending on the project, the effect of the diplex filter can vary. for high-gain antennas, the diplex filter can have a major impact on the system’s gain and efficiency. for low-gain antennas, the filter can reduce the insertion loss of the system by
compensating for the mismatch between the antennas’ impedances. in addition to the new schematic editor, remcom also updated the frequency band library with full resolution results for frequency bands in north america, china, europe, and australia. the library also includes multiple frequency bands for the global
frequency band library, a valuable resource for users in international markets. about remcom: remcom provides innovative electromagnetic simulation and wireless propagation software for commercial users and u.s. government sponsors. remcoms complementary products work together to provide complete end-to-

end design and analysis of complex devices in real-world scenarios, simplifying em analysis for a wide variety of applications including antenna design and placement, 5g mimo, outdoor and indoor mmwave planning, mobile device design, biomedical, microwave, automotive radar, and more. remcom is committed to its
customers unique needs, offering flexible licensing options for installations of all sizes as well as custom-engineered solutions.
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xfdtd software enhancements also include the ability to compute averaged specific absorption rate (sar) for dynamically tuned antennas leveraging multi-port impedance and aperture tuners. remcom has increased its schematic-matching network simulation fidelity by including microstrip models and substrate
definitions. a full-featured em simulation solver, xfdtd outpaces other methods in efficiency as the number of unknowns increases. xf includes full-wave, static, bio-thermal, optimization, and circuit solvers to tackle a wide variety of applications, including antenna design and placement, biomedical and sar, emi/emc,

microwave devices, radar and scattering, automotive radar, and more. it also works with remcoms ray-tracing products to provide thorough simulation capability at the low-, middle-, and high-end of the electromagnetic spectrum.you may also download ivysoft pipemill free download a full-featured em simulation
solver, xfdtd outpaces other methods in efficiency as the number of unknowns increases. xf includes full-wave, static, bio-thermal, optimization, and circuit solvers to tackle a wide variety of applications, including antenna design and placement, biomedical and sar, emi/emc, microwave devices, radar and scattering,

automotive radar, and more. it also works with remcoms ray-tracing products to provide thorough simulation capability at the low-, middle-, and high-end of the electromagnetic spectrum. the software is compatible with windows, macos and linux. schematic schematics can be imported using common cad tools.
multiple tools are supported for modeling operations, including field solvers, wave-equation solvers and electromagnetic solvers, digital and analog devices, and general purpose gui for both windows and macos. remcom is a leading provider of electromagnetic simulation software for antenna design, and the new

release takes simulation and design to a new level. 5ec8ef588b
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